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Since the method to remove fog from images is complicated and detail loss and color distortion could occur to the defogged images,
a defogging method based on near-infrared and visible image fusion is put forward in this paper. The algorithm in this paper uses
the near-infrared image with rich details as a new data source and adopts the image fusion method to obtain a defog image with rich
details and high color recovery. First, the colorful visible image is converted into HSI color space to obtain an intensity channel
image, color channel image, and saturation channel image. The intensity channel image is fused with a near-infrared image and
defogged, and then it is decomposed by Nonsubsampled Shearlet Transform. The obtained high-frequency coefficient is filtered
by preserving the edge with a double exponential edge smoothing filter, while low-frequency antisharpening masking treatment
is conducted on the low-frequency coefficient. The new intensity channel image could be obtained based on the fusion rule and
by reciprocal transformation. Then, in color treatment of the visible image, the degradation model of the saturation image is
established, which estimates the parameters based on the principle of dark primary color to obtain the estimated saturation
image. Finally, the new intensity channel image, the estimated saturation image, and the primary color image are reflected to
RGB space to obtain the fusion image, which is enhanced by color and sharpness correction. In order to prove the effectiveness
of the algorithm, the dense fog image and the thin fog image are compared with the popular single image defogging and
multiple image defogging algorithms and the visible light-near infrared fusion defogging algorithm based on deep learning. The
experimental results show that the proposed algorithm is better in improving the edge contrast and the visual sharpness of the
image than the existing high-efficiency defogging method.

1. Introduction

Fog is an atmospheric phenomenon because the light is
absorbed or reflected by the floating particles composed of
water vapor, suspended matters, and aerosol in the air. Under
such wicked condition, due to atmospheric scattering, the
scenic radiation obtained would be weakened or polluted
sharply, resulting in the captured images easily blurred, for
example, the image contrast, content details, and color satu-
ration would deteriorate gradually with the increase of the
scenic distance and the hazy level. On the one hand, image
degradation caused by fog damages the visual quality of the
images; on the other hand, it could reduce the efficiency of
subsequent image processing and computer vision tasks

(such as feature extraction, identification, and classification).
So, it is of great significance to study the foggy image sharp-
ening algorithm [1–3].

At present, there are mainly two mainstream image
defogging traditional algorithms: One is the method based
on image enhancement [4–7], which processes image pixels
directly in the spatial domain; the other is the method based
on image restoration [8–13], which establishes first atmo-
spheric scattering degradation model of the image and
obtains fogless image by reversing the imaging process.

Enhancement-based defogging algorithms improve
visual effect mainly by improving the image contrast, but
neglecting the nature degradation of the image quality. Such
methods include mainly the histogram equalization method
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[4, 5], Retinex method [6, 7], and other improved algorithms
of the method. Based on the average enhancement method
and self-adaptive histogram equalization method, Shrivastava
and Jain [4] used YCbCR model to eliminate fog and display
clear image targets with the intensity image. The other two
images are used to preserve the colors related with specific
color value so as to obtain a fogless image of the misty image.
To solve the problem of excessive enhancement of the con-
trast, Babu and Rajamani [5] put forward an improved histo-
gram equalization technology based on a real-number
encoding genetic algorithm, with which an enhancement
method that could maintain the original intensity is obtained.
This method could control the enhancement level of the con-
trast and is applicable in all types of images, including MRI
brain image with low contrast. Galdran et al. [6] connected
the Retinex model with image enhancement by establishing
a linear relationship and put forward a Retinex image
enhancement algorithm with inverse intensity, which could
solve the problem of image deviation caused by uneven illumi-
nation while removing fog. Wang et al. [7] adopted a multi-
scale Retinex-based color restoration algorithm, which, while
considering the dynamic range of the image, could effectively
improve the image quality after fog degradation meanwhile
retaining sufficient image details by calculating the atmo-
spheric light value and the transmission map.

The realization form of the image restoration-based
method is relatively simple, and it has little requirement for
hardware. The major research methods include the dark
channel prior model raised by He et al. [8], the quick
image-defogging algorithm raised by Tarel and Hautière [9]
as well as the improved algorithm put forward by researchers
based on these two algorithms. According to the statistical
law, He et al. [8] raised the defogging method based on dark
channel prior, which has obvious defogging effects and little
color distortion, so it is considered the best defogging method
at present. However, this method adopts a soft sectional
drawing to estimate the transmissivity, which has high com-
putation complexity and cannot meet real-time require-
ments. Tarel and Hautière [9] assumed that the ambient
light could approach the maximum value within a certain
region, and that the local change is gentle. They used the
method of median filter to estimate the transmissivity and
put forward a quick image defogging algorithm. This method
is simple to operate and less time-consuming, so it is applied
extensively. However, Tarel’s algorithm has many parame-
ters and cannot process self-adaptively, so that the parame-
ters should be adjusted continuously aiming at different
images to achieve better results. Meanwhile, it is easy to have
halo formation where hopping occurs at the depth-of-field,
so it has poorer effects for dense fog. Subsequently,
researchers at home and abroad have improved and opti-
mized the above two typical reinforced defogging algorithms
and achieved better effects. Zhang et al. [10] put forward a
fast defogging algorithm based on dark channel prior algo-
rithm, substituting the matting process of the original
algorithm by edge substitution method, which could reduce
the computational complexity. Then, aiming at the problem
of dark channel failure in the bright region, a double
threshold-based identification method of bright regions and

transmittance correction mechanism is put forward to
improve the application scope of dark channel prior and
the visual effect of the defogged image. Xu et al. [11] put for-
ward a dark channel and optical channel roguing algorithm
based on dark channel prior, among which optical channel
is statistics of outdoor fuzzy images. In addition, a guiding fil-
ter is also introduced to refine the dark channel and optical
channel, which has achieved good effects by relieving the
problem of highly computational complexity of He’s algo-
rithm without overexposure. Singh and Kumar [12] raised a
kind of visibility restoration model, which could solve the
problem of glow effect in the region of sky and improve the
computation speed and edge preservation taking the advan-
tage of DCP, bright channel prior (BCP), and gain interfer-
ence filter, with greater potential of real-time application.
Zhu et al. [13] established an effective dark channel model
integrating information of various dark channels by analyz-
ing various dark channel methods, which could estimate
the transmission diagram of the input image, refine it with
improved steerable filter, and restore the radiation image
with single color atmospheric scattering model. Based on
the fusion method, Ancuti C.O. and Ancuti C. [14] defogged
a single image, by deriving it from two original blurred image
inputs with white balance and contrast enhancement proce-
dures. The important features are found out by calculating
brightness, chroma, and significance. The multiscale trans-
form represented by the Laplacian pyramid is introduced to
minimize the artifacts introduced by the weight map, which
has achieved a good defogging effect and is suitable for real-
time applications.

From the perspective of image source, image defogging
can be divided into multi-image defogging and single image
defogging. The defogging effect could be finally achieved by
using multiple images, such as polarized images [15, 16],
sunny images [17], image frame sequences [18], and infrared
images [19–22] as the auxiliary images. Such algorithms are
complex to realize but with good restoration effects. Due to
hardware limitations and complexity of the processing, at
present, most of the studies focus on single image defogging,
however, there are also a few scholars who have conducted
studies on multiple image defogging.

Miyazaki et al. [15] put forward an image defogging algo-
rithm based onmultiple polarized images, which conducted a
defogging process on two images captured under different
polarization conditions, and pointed out that polarizer is
effective only under certain conditions. The operation of
polarizers is strict; otherwise, it is easy to cause human error.
Yadav et al. [16] captured the foggy image sequence, proc-
essed the foggy image by four steps, and enhanced and fil-
tered the image based on estimation of the image scattering
and visibility. Zhang et al. [17] raised an atmospheric model
defogging algorithm based on multiple images, which could
estimate the parameter values by referring to the image on
a sunny day and the fuzzy image on a foggy day. Jiang and
Ma [18] put forward the defogging method of remote sensing
image. Color compensated image was selected from the
remote sensing image sequence. MSR is stretched near the
average brightness value to enhance the image, and then
new color compensated image was obtained. The defogged
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image was represented well in information entropy. Shao
et al. [19] introduced Focus Measure Operators into the
fusion of visible light and near-infrared images. First, the
quick scattering Curvelet transformation was conducted on
the original image, and the measured values of the focus of
the subband of each coefficient were obtained through calcu-
lation. Then, the low-frequency coefficients are fused by local
variance weighting, and the high-frequency coefficient sub-
bands are matched by the four-order correlation coefficient
matching method with good fusion effect. Zhou et al. [20]
separated texture details from edge features by using multi-
scale Gaussian filters and bilateral filters jointly. By fusing
multiscale infrared spectral features into visible images, a bet-
ter human visual fusion effect is obtained meanwhile retain-
ing (or appropriately enhancing) important perception clues
of the background scenes and details. Schaul et al. [21]
achieved the fusion of near-infrared images and color visible
light images by using a multiresolution method of edge-
preserving filters, which could minimize the artifacts and
achieve the purpose of defogging. Son and Zhang [22] raised
a near-infrared fusion model combining new color and depth
regularization with the traditional fog degradation model and
proposed the color regularization method based on the com-
bination of color near-infrared image and the captured visi-
ble image. The color range of the unknown fogless image is
set so that the continuously estimated depth map would
not deviate greatly, thereby the natural color of the image
could be transmitted and the visibility of the image can be
improved. Li and Wu [23] proposed an image fusion method
based on latent low-rank representation. Use latent low-rank
representation (LatLRR) to decompose the source image of a
low-rank part (global structure) and a salient part (local
structure). The weighted average strategy is used to fuse
low-rank parts to retain more contour information. Use
and strategize to merge the salient parts and achieve a better
fusion effect.

From the above analysis, it could be seen that the multi-
image defogging algorithm has various forms. One is to defog
the image under different polarization conditions by polari-
zer. This method relies on a polarized plate, so, it has a small
scope of application and has poor processing effects on
dynamic scenes and dense-fog image. The other one is to
defog various images taken at the same scene on foggy days
and sunny days under different air conditions. This method
is limited by the weather and the time, with poor real-time
performance and weak applicability. There are also some
cases requiring reference images of different conditions,
which are hard to acquire. So, multi-image defogging algo-
rithm faces various problems, such as difficulty in hardware
implementation and limited acquisition path. In addition,
when comparing multiple images, the problem of image rec-
tification should also be paid attention to. In a word, the algo-
rithm has poor real-time and high computation complexity.

With the improvement of equipment capabilities, deep
learning is widely used in digital image processing. Com-
pared with traditional methods, deep learning can obtain
more global and detailed information, and at the same time
can use a large amount of easily available video data. Com-
pared with the traditional image processing technology in

more limited fields, the models and frameworks obtained
by deep learning can be retrained with new custom data,
which has great flexibility [24, 25]. Li et al. [26] proposed a
deep learning framework to generate a single image contain-
ing all the features of infrared and visible images. This
method first decomposes the source image into low-
frequency subbands and high-frequency subbands. A
weighted average method is used for fusion of low-
frequency subbands, and a deep learning network is used
for high-frequency subbands to extract multilayer features.
Using the extracted features, the l1 norm and weighted aver-
age strategy are used to generate multiple candidates for
fusion details, and the final high-frequency fusion image is
obtained through the maximum selection strategy. Liu et al.
[27] proposed an infrared and visible image fusion method
based on a convolutional neural network. A convolutional
neural network is applied to obtain a weight map, which inte-
grates pixel activity information on two source images. This
CNN-based method can deal with two key issues in image
fusion as a whole, namely, activity level measurement and
weight distribution. The fusion process is carried out in a
multiscale manner through the image pyramid, and the
fusion model of the decomposition coefficients is adaptively
adjusted by a strategy based on local similarity. Li et al. [28]
proposed a new fusion framework based on deep features
and zero phase component analysis (ZCA) in order to solve
the problem that most deep learning networks ignore feature
extraction and cause partial information loss. First, the resid-
ual network is used to extract depth features from the source
image. Then use ZCA to normalize the depth features to get
the initial weight map. The final weight map is obtained by
using the soft-max operation associated with the initial
weight map. Finally, a weighted average strategy is used to
reconstruct the fused image.

But deep learning also has many problems. First is the
problem of overcorrecting. The traditional algorithm idea is
relatively simple, mainly using color threshold or pixel tech-
nology, only simple codes can solve the problem, and the per-
formance is the same on various images. Compared with
deep learning, the learned features are greatly affected by
the training set. Second, when dealing with specific problems,
there is a lack of a large number of specific training sets, and
deep learning may overfine the training data, causing the
model to have a large amount of calculation and low general-
ization. Moreover, the amount of model parameters of deep
learning is large, and it is impractical to improve by adjusting
parameters. Therefore, when computing power is low or
when dealing with problems with strong feature limitations,
traditional algorithms are still the first choice.

So, to solve the problems in defogging multiple images, a
fusion defogging algorithm based on near-infrared and visi-
ble binocular image sensor is put forward in this essay. First,
the color image captured by the visible sensor is converted
into HSI color space. To extract the detailed features of
near-infrared sensor image into the visible color image, the
intensity channel graph of the visible image and the image
captured by near-infrared sensor are fuses by the method of
Nonsubsampled Shearlet Transform (NSST), and the lumi-
nance image is defogged and enhanced by filtering and
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enhancing high-pass components and high-frequency
components. The degradation model is established for the
saturation channel of visible light, and the parameters are
estimated using the principle of dark primary color to obtain
the saturation map after defogging. Then, the defogged
intensity channel diagram, the saturation channel diagram,
and the primary color channel image are mapped reversely
to RGB color space. Finally, the RGB image is defogged by
color and sharpness correction (CSC).

The major innovation points of this research are as
follows:

(1) The near-infrared image is taken as the auxiliary
image, which could enhance the detailed information
of the defogged image, such as the edge and the out-
line. Red-infrared sensor could penetrate fog to some
degree and could capture image details that cannot be
captured by visible light sensor on foggy days and
hazed days

(2) The visible-light image is converted into HSI color
space and all the components are processed, respec-
tively, each component of the HSI color space does
not affect each other, which not only could retain
the color information of the original image but also
could improve the contrast of the image

(3) For the decomposed high-frequency coefficients, the
double exponential edge smoothing filter is used for
filtering for the first time, and then the gray-scale
similarity rule is used for high-frequency fusion to
obtain the fused high-frequency coefficients

(4) For the decomposed low-frequency coefficients, an
improved unsharp masking processing method is
proposed, and then the local area standard deviation
fusion rule is used to fuse the low-frequency coeffi-
cients to obtain the fused low-frequency coefficients

(5) We propose a color correction method, CSC color
correction is conducted on the fused image, which
could improve detail lack caused by uneven illumina-
tion due to fog, making the image color more natural
and the detail features of the shadow region enhanced

(6) While performing qualitative analysis of each algo-
rithm, some evaluation indicators are integrated into
the visible and infrared image fusion benchmark
(VIFB) evaluation system [29], through the function
interface provided by the VIFB evaluation system,
the calculation of various evaluation indicators is
completed, and the quantitative analysis is com-
pleted, an objective and comprehensive evaluation
of various algorithms

The major contents of this essay are as follows: Section 2
introduces briefly relevant theoretical background and analy-
sis, including HSI color space theory, Nonsubsampled
Shearlet Transform, and CSC color correction. Section 3
introduces the quality evaluation system. Section 4 intro-
duces the proposed fusion defogging algorithm based on

near-infrared and visible binocular image sensor. The exper-
imental results and analysis are given in Section 5. Finally, the
conclusion is made and the work remaining to be studied is
also put forward in Section 6.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. HSI Color Space. HSI is a color model based on the
human vision system, which adopts hue (H), saturation (S),
and intensity (I) to represent independent color adjustment.
HSI could convert with RGB color model. HSI model has its
peculiar natures: First, its intensity component has no rela-
tion with the color, the channels are interdependent, and sep-
arate treatment of the intensity component cannot affect the
color information of the image. Second, the HSI color model
accords more with human visual characteristics, which is
beneficial to image processing. The more important reason
is that it could map visible color RGB image into HSI space,
while the hue channel would not degrade under the influence
of foggy days [30–32]. It is only necessary to process respec-
tively the intensity channel and the saturation channel, which
could simplify the subsequent calculations.

The images after the color visible-light image is mapped
to the three channels (see Figure 1).

2.2. Nonsubsampled Shearlet Transform. Nonsubsampled
Shearlet Transform (NSST) is developed based on Shearlet
transform. It is one of the multiscale geometric analysis
methods constructed by Fei et al. [33] based on a composite
expansion affine system. Featured by simple structure, it
could generate basis function conveniently by translation,
rotation, and stretch, so it has multidimensional function
sparse representation performance. Two-dimensional com-
posite expansion affine systems could be expressed as follows

MAB ψð Þ = ψjlk xð Þ = det Að Þj j1/2ψ BlAjx − k
� �

, j, l ∈ Z, k ∈ Z2
n o

,

ð1Þ

where ψ ∈ L2ðR2Þ, and A and B are 2 × 2 invertible matrixes.
For anyf ∈ L2ðR2Þ, if ∑j,l,kjh f , ψj,l,kij = k f k2, the elements of
MABðψÞ are called synthetic wavelets. Shearlet is a special

form of synthetic wavelets, A =
4 0

0 2

 !
determines the

multi-dimensional decomposition of the image, and it is a

kind of anisotropic expansion matrix; B =
1 1

0 1

 !
is shear

matrix, which determines the multidirectional decomposi-
tion of the image.

NSST is composed by nonsubsampled pyramid (NSP) fil-
ters and Shearlet filters (SF), as shown in Figure 2. It could
realize multidimensional transformation through NSP. To
extract the singularity features in the image, the low-
frequency coefficients are decomposed continuously by
NSP, and 1 low-frequency coefficient and high-frequency
coefficients are obtained at layer decomposition. SF is
mapped to the Cartesian coordinate system and is filtered
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by two-dimensional convolution after Fourier transforma-
tion, which could avoid subsample operation and make
NSST shift-invariant. In addition, the transformed image
has the same size as the source image, which is favorable
for the fusion operation of the image.

2.3. CSC Color Correction. When the fused intensity compo-
nent is shifted from the HSI color space back to the RGB
color space together with the hue and the saturation, the
overall color component of the original image will be chan-
ged and the saturation will be reduced. So, a color correction
mechanism is introduced, the working mode of which is
similar to hue mapping of fused color image. In this way,
the saturation could be improved and the image color would
look brighter. The color correction is described as:

IcT ,RGB x, yð Þ = IcF,RGB x, yð Þ
IF x, yð Þ

� �β IV x, yð Þ + INIR x, yð Þ
2

� �
, ð2Þ

where c is color components R, G, B. Index β is the style con-
trol parameter, larger than or equal to 1. It controls the color
saturation of the composite image. The larger the β value is,
the larger the saturation is. In actual conditions, β is set to
1.5. The users could also acquire the required color saturation
by adjusting this parameter.

As mentioned above, multiresolution fusion could also
result in smoothing of the fused image. So, a sharpening
mechanism is adopted to improve the visual quality of the
fused image. The image after color correction is shifted again
into HSI color space. First, the intensity component is filtered
by a high-pass filter to extract the high-frequency compo-
nent; then, the scaled version of the high-frequency compo-
nent that has been extracted is added back to the image.

IOut x, yð Þ = IT x, yð Þ + λ IT x, yð Þ ⊗ F x, yð Þ½ �: ð3Þ

The image is shifted back again into RGB color space to
form the final resultIOut,RGBðx, yÞ,Fðx, yÞ is a high-pass filter,
k is the sharpening control parameter that is larger than or
equal to 0. k is set as 0.4. If there is noise in the original image,
linear high-pass filter would result in larger interference. On
the contrary, sharpness generated by the weighted median
(WM) filter has better noise immunity, so the following
WM filter is used to replace the high-pass filter.

WM=
1
3

−1 −1 −1

−1 8 −1

−1 −1 −1

2
664

3
775: ð4Þ

CSC color correction not only could improve the visibil-
ity of the output image but also could enhance the visual
quality of the image. The output image undergone CSC color
correction is more vivid because the fuzziness becomes

(a) The original image (b) The H component

(c) The S component (d) The I component

Figure 1: Image of color visible light image mapped to three channels.

NSP
k=1

NSP
k=2

NSP
k=3

SF

SF

SF

�e 
original 
image

Figure 2: NSST decomposition principle diagram.
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smaller and the color becomes more saturated. As required,
this procedure of CSC could be regarded as an optional
procedure. The results of the study are exhibited under the
conditions with CSC and with no CSC.

3. NSST Based Algorithms of Image Defogging

The algorithm flow chart is shown in Figure 3.

Step 1. Color space conversion. Shift color image FVi cap-
tured by the visible light sensor into HSI color space to obtain
the hue image FVi,H , saturation image FVi,S, and brightness
image FVi,I , respectively. The three channels do not interfere
with each other and completely retain the color information
of the original visible light image.

Step 2. Multiscale decomposition. Decompose the intensity
image and near-infrared image FIn of the visible light image
by the NSST method to obtain the decomposed high-
frequency coefficients FH

Vi,I and FH
In, and low-frequency

coefficients FL
Vi,I and FL

In.

Step 3. High-frequency coefficient fusion. The double expo-
nential edge smoothing filter and gray-scale similarity rules
are introduced for the first time, which preserves the high-
frequency information of the two groups of images as much
as possible. Filter the decomposed high-frequency coeffi-
cients FH

Vi,I and FH
In with double exponential edge smoothing

filter to obtain the filtered images FH,D
Vi,I and FH,D

In . After that,
conduct high-frequency fusion based on the rule of grey sim-
ilarity to obtain the fused high-frequency coefficient FH,F .

Step 4. Low-frequency coefficient fusion. An improved low-
frequency unsharp masking enhancement algorithm is pro-
posed, and the local area standard deviation rule is used for
fusion. Conduct low-frequency unsharp masking on decom-

posed low-frequency coefficients FL
Vi,I and FL

In to obtain
images FL,U

Vi,I and FL,U
In . Then, fuse low-frequency coefficients

based on the fusion rule of local regional standard deviation
to obtain the fused low-frequency coefficient FL,F .

Step 5.NSST reverse transformation. Conduct NSST recipro-
cal transformation on the fused high-frequency FH,F and
low-frequency coefficient FL,F to obtain the processed inten-
sity channel image FNSST

I .

Step 6. Saturation channel processing. For the first time, the
dark channel principle is applied to the defogging algorithm
based on the fusion of visible light image and near-infrared
image. Construct degradation model off the saturation chan-
nel of the visible light image to estimate the parameters by the
principle of dark channel, and the estimated saturation image
FDark
Vi,S is obtained.

Step 7. Color space reverse conversion. Map reversely the
processed intensity channel image, the estimated saturation
image FDark

Vi,S and the original hue image FVi,H into RGB space
to obtain the fused RGB image.

Step 8. A color compensation method is proposed to restore
the color information of the image after defogging to the
greatest extent. Compensate color to the fused RGB image
by CSC to obtain the defogged image FR.

The details of each step of the algorithm are as follows.

3.1. Edge-Preserving Filtering of NSST High-Frequency
Components. The high-frequency component after NSST
multidirection multiscale decomposition contains most of
the high-frequency details of the edge and outline of the
image, and the noises are also high-frequency component.
Most of the filters could lose many linear details such as
high-frequency edge while filtering out the noises.

Visible light 
image

S channel

H channel

I channel

Near infrared 
image

Regression 
model Dark channel prior

High-pass 
component Double 

exponential 
edge 

smoothing 
filter

Local 
standard 
deviation 

fusion

Low-pass 
component

Low-pass 
component

Low-
frequency 
unsharp 
masking

Gray 
similarity 

fusion

RGB to HSI
HIS to RGB

CSC

NSST

NSST

Inverse 
NSST

High-pass 
component

Figure 3: Algorithm flowchart
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Biexponential edge-preserving smoother is adopted to filter
high-frequency coefficients after multiscale decomposition
(BEEPS), which is a kind of edge-preserving filter. The prin-
ciple of BEEPS is similar to the value domain filter in the
bilateral filter, but it abandons the edge gradient reversal
effect of the bilateral filter, which could reduce the complex-
ity of computation. The calculation of each pixel is related
only with the computation of the previous pixel, without
relying on the filtering parameters and the grey value of the
pixel. The one-time BEEPS filtering result of discrete series
x½n� containing n elements is

y n½ � = φ n½ � + ϕ n½ � + λ − 1ð Þx n½ �
λ + 1

: ð5Þ

When processing a two-dimensional image, the BEEPS
filter considers it as a two-dimensional matrix that is consti-
tuted by several discrete series. Filter the matrix with BEEPS
first horizontally and then vertically and record the filter
results. Then, filter the original matrix again first vertically
and then horizontally and record the filter results. Finally,
take the average value of the two filter results to obtain the
final processing results:

F =
Fhv + Fvhð Þ

2
: ð6Þ

3.2. High-Frequency Coefficient Fusion Rules. Calculate the
value of gray similarity as the fusion rule of high-frequency
coefficients. Use the high-frequency component of the near-
infrared image and the high-frequency component of the vis-
ible light image as the similarity item with the large difference
in gray between points pðx, yÞ and qðx, yÞ. The formula is as
follows:

r p, qð Þ =
IAP − IAq IAP − IAq ≥ IBP − IBq,

IBP − IBq IAP − IAq < IBP − IBq,

(
ð7Þ

where IAP − IAq is the grey value difference of high-frequency
components in the near-infrared image at points pðx, yÞ and
qðx, yÞ; IBP − IBq is the grey value difference of the high-
frequency component of the visible light image at points
pðx, yÞ and qðx, yÞ. According to this fusion rule, a high-
frequency fusion coefficient FH,F is obtained.

3.3. NSST Low-Frequency Unsharp Masking Enhancement.
The low-frequency components after NSST multiscale and
multidirectional decomposition contain most of the energy
of the image; at the same time, contaminated by the fog, the
low-frequency components require to be filtered and
enhanced. In this paper, an improved low-frequency unsharp
masking enhancement algorithm is adopted to process the
low-frequency components of NSST.

An unsharp mask enhances the image by adding the orig-
inal image with the blurred image. Generally, the process
procedures of the unsharp mask are as follows:

(1) Blur the original image by the fuzzy template K low to
obtain image Ilow

I low = I ⊗ K low ð8Þ

(2) Subtract the blurred image Ilow from the original
image to obtain the difference image, also called mask
template Imark

Imark = I − I low ð9Þ

(3) Multiply the mask template with an appropriate coef-
ficient and then add the original image to obtain the
image with the high-frequency details enhanced

IUSM = kImark + I ð10Þ

In the following, the unsharp mask method will be
improved to make it applicable for the enhancement of the
low-frequency component of NSST.

NSST low-frequency image is interfered with by thin fog,
and the phenomenon of atmospheric scattering causes the
image fuzzy, the edge and the details unclear, and the image
contrast low. The atmospheric scattering model of NSST
low-frequency image is established [18]:

h = h0 λð Þ exp−β λð Þd , ð11Þ

where d is the distance from the image sensor to the scene; λ
is the wavelength of the light; βðλÞ is the coefficient of atmo-
spheric scattering; h0ðλÞ is the radiant emittance of the
incident light at point x = 0.

For image f ðx, yÞ, the blurred image is

f x, yð Þ ∗ h, ð12Þ

where f ðx, yÞ is the original image; h is the equivalent filter
that could blur the image, i.e., the point spread function men-
tioned above.

The mask template is

fmark x, yð Þ = f x, yð Þ − f x, yð Þ ∗ h: ð13Þ

The image after low-frequency unsharp mask is

f USM x, yð Þ = kfmark x, yð Þ + f x, yð Þ: ð14Þ

Conduct low-frequency unsharp mask on low-frequency
coefficients FL

Vi,I and FL
In of NSST and obtain images FL,U

Vi,I
and FL,U

In .

3.4. Rule of Low-Frequency Fusion. The simple average
method is the most common fusion method of low-
frequency subband coefficients, but this method could reduce
the contrast of the image to large extent and cannot extract
the useful information of the source image into the fused
image. As a parameter to measure the sharpness of the image,
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the local area standard deviation can represent the intensity
of the grayscale change in the image area. Areas with obvious
grayscale transformation are usually areas where the image
features are concentrated. Therefore, the feature of the image
can be extracted effectively by taking the advantage of the
standard deviation of the local area. So, in this chapter, the
method of local region standard deviation is taken as the
fusion rule in low-frequency coefficient fusion. Specific pro-
cedures are as follows:

First, calculate local region standard deviations σVi,I and
σIn of low-frequency coefficients FL,U

Vi,I and F
L,U
In , whose domain

size N1 ×M1 is 3 × 3 or 5 × 5. The formula is as follows:

σVi,I =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑ N1−1ð Þ/2

i=− N1−1ð Þ/2∑
M1−1ð Þ/2
j=− M1−1ð Þ/2 FL,U

Vi,I m + i, n + jð Þ − FL,U
Vi,I m, nð Þ

h i2
N1 ×M1

vuut
,

ð15Þ

σIn =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑ N1−1ð Þ/2

i=− N1−1ð Þ/2∑
M1−1ð Þ/2
j=− M1−1ð Þ/2 FL,U

In m + i, n + jð Þ − FL,U
In m, nð Þ

h i2
N1 ×M1

vuut
:

ð16Þ
Then, select the low-frequency coefficient after fusion

according to formulas (15) and (16). The fusion rule is to com-
pare the difference between the standard deviation of the local
area of the infrared image and the visible light image with the
threshold. If the former is larger, the coefficient of the image
with larger value is taken, while if the latter is larger, the aver-
age value of the coefficients of both images is taken. So, it is
very important to select the threshold value th. At present, it
is selected based on experiences and generally value th ranges
within 0.1 to 0.3.

FL,F = FL,U
Vi,I m, nð Þ × 0:5 + FL,U

In m, nð Þ × 0:5, ð17Þ

FL,F =

FL,U
Vi,I m, nð Þ σVi,I − σIn > th,

FL,U
Vi,I m, nð Þ × 0:5 + FL,U

In m, nð Þ × 0:5 σVi,I − σIn
�� �� > th,

FL,U
In m, nð Þ σVi,I − σIn < th:

8>><
>>:

ð18Þ

The low-frequency coefficient FL,F after fusion is obtained
according to the above procedure.

3.5. Image Reconstruction in NSST Domain. The processed
intensity channel image FNSST

I is obtained after NSST reverse
transformation is conducted on fused high-frequency coeffi-
cient FH,F and low-frequency coefficient FL,F .

Figure 4 shows the fusion results of the intensity channel
of visible light image and the infrared image by the NSST
fusion algorithm. The fusion results show that the edge detail
of the image has been enhanced, and the clarity and contrast
of the image are improved.

3.6. Defogging of Saturation Channel. The degradation model
of saturation channel image is consistent in form with the
degradation image model in foggy weather:

S xð Þ = S0 xð Þt xð Þ + A 1 − t xð Þð Þ, ð19Þ

where A is the intensity of light source illumination; S is the
saturation channel image on foggy days; S0 is the saturation
channel image without fog; tðxÞ is the transmittance (also
known as the medium transmission diagram or transmission
diagram), usually with the image depth value (the distance
between the image sensor and the scene) decaying
exponentially.

Based on data statistics of a large number of images, He
et al. [8] proposed that at least signal color channel of some
pixels in the local area of the nonsky portion of the fogless
image has a very low-intensity value and even close to 0. This
is the dark channel:

Jdark xð Þ = min
y∈Ω xð Þ

min
c∈ r,g,bf g

Jc yð Þ
� �

→ 0, ð20Þ

where JcðyÞ is one of channels R, G, and B in image JðyÞ; Ω
ðxÞ is the neighborhood with pixel x as the center.

According to dark primary color prior, the transmissivity
tðxÞ could be obtained:

t xð Þ = 1 − min
y∈Ω xð Þ

min
c∈ r,g,bf g

Ic yð Þ
A

� �
: ð21Þ

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Image comparison after NSST domain processing. (a) Visible light channel image. (b) Visible light channel image. (c) Image after
NSST fusion and defogging.
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In which, the exposure intensity of the light source takes
the highest intensity in the dark channel among various color
channels:

A =max
x∈I

min
c∈Ω xð Þ

Ic yð Þ
� �

, c ∈ R,G, Bf g: ð22Þ

Substitute the estimated transmissivity and the bias light
into formula (20) and the restored saturation channel image
could be obtained:

J xð Þ = I xð Þ − A
t xð Þ + A: ð23Þ

3.7. Reverse Mapping of HSI Image. The fusion image I f of
the infrared image and the intensity component, the
stretched saturation component Is′ and the hue component
IH of the original image are replaced by a new intensity com-
ponent, saturation component, and hue component, which
are added to HSI color space. Then, transform the HSI image
into a RGB image, specific as follows [24]:

h = IH × π/180,

s = Is′/100,
i = I f /255,

8>><
>>: ð24Þ

x = i × 1 − sð Þ,

y = i × 1 +
s × cos hð Þ

cos π/3 − hð Þ
� 	

,

z = 3i − x − y:

8>>><
>>>:

ð25Þ

When h < 2π/3,r = y, g = z, b = x:
When 2π/3 ≤ h ≤ 4π/3,r = x, g = y, b = z:
When 4π/3 ≤ h ≤ 2π,r = z, g = x, b = y:

R = 255 × r,G = 255 × g, B = 255 × b: ð26Þ

4. Image Quality Evaluation System

Image quality evaluation standards can be classified into
three categories, full reference image quality evaluation, weak
reference image quality evaluation, and no reference image
quality evaluation. Full reference images and weak reference
image quality evaluations require a clear image that is corre-

sponding to the foggy image to be used as the reference
image. Unless there is a composite foggy image, it is hard to
meet such requirement in actual application. So, in the field
of image defogging, no reference indicator is used exten-
sively, such as peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), structural
similarity (SSIM), average gradient (AVG), information
entropy, and global contrast.

The main purpose of image defogging is to improve the
visibility of foggy images. It is required that a good defogging
algorithm not only could improve the visibility, edge, and
texture information of the image but also could maintain
the structure and color information of the image. An image
with higher visibility also means that it has an obvious edge
and texture information. Therefore, image quality evaluation
methods should compare the visibility, color restoration, and
similarity of image structures of different defogging
algorithms.

4.1. Evaluation Standards of Image Visibility. The first two
indicators ðe, nrÞ of blind evaluation [34], image visibility
measurement (IVM), image contrast gain, and vision con-
trast measurement (VCM) could be used to compare the
visibility of images.

4.1.1. Indicators of Blind Evaluation. The first two indicators
ðe, nrÞ of blind evaluation use the enhanced intensity of
image edge to show the enhancement of image visibility. e
is the increasing rate of the visible edge of the image after
defogging. The calculation formula is

e =
nr − n0
n0

, ð27Þ

where nr and n0 are the numbers of the visible edges in the
defogged image Ir and the original image I0. For some dense
foggy images, the number of the visible edge of the original
foggy image could be 0. Equation (28) could be converted
into:

e =
nr − n0
M ×N

, ð28Þ

whereM and N are the sizes of the images. The larger e value
is, the larger the visibility is improved. This indicator could
represent the enhancement degree of image visibility by
increasing the number of the visible edges.

�r uses the enhancement degree of image gradient to show
the restoration degree of the image edge and texture. Large

Table 1: The quantitative evaluation index.

Indicator Meaning Indicator Meaning

e Increasing rate of edge �r Edge preserving

σ Color restoration SSIM Structural similarity index measure

CE Cross entropy AG Average gradient

EN Entropy EI Edge intensity

MI Mutual information SD Standard deviation

PSNR Peak signal-to-noise ration UQI Universal quality index
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shows that the corresponding defogging algorithm has better
performance in edge preserving. The calculation formula of
�r is

�r = exp
1
nr

〠
i∈ϕr

logri

" #
, ð29Þ

where ri = ΔIri /ΔIoi ; ΔIri and ΔIoi are gradual changes of the
defogged image and the original image, respectively, and ϕr
is the visible edge set of the defogged image.

�r can be used as the indicator to evaluate the restoration
of the edge.

4.1.2. Image Visibility Measurement (IVM). Enlightened by
blind evaluation indicators, Yu et al. [35] put forward
another image visibility measuring method based on visible
edge segmentation. IVM is defined as:

IVM =
nr
nt

log 〠
x∈ϕ

C xð Þ, ð30Þ

where nr is the number of visible edges, nt is the number of
edges, CðxÞ is the average contrast, and ϕ is the image region
of the visible edges.

4.1.3. Image Contrast. The contrast of clear images is usually
much higher than that of foggy images, so image contrast can
be used to compare different defogging algorithms. The
higher the contrast of the defogged image is, the better the

performance of the defogging algorithm is. The contrast gain
is the average contrast difference between the defogged image
and the original foggy image, which can more represent the
difference in image contrast more intuitively. The calculation
formula is as follows:

Cg = CJ − CI , ð31Þ

where CJ and CI are the average contrast of the defogged
image and the foggy image, respectively. The average contrast
of images with the size of M ×N is

�C =
1

M ×N
〠
N

y=1
〠
M

x=1
C x, yð Þ, ð32Þ

where C is the local contrast of the image in the mini-
window. The calculation formula is

C x, yð Þ = S x, yð Þ
m x, yð Þ , ð33Þ

where Sðx, yÞ = ð1/ð2r + 1Þ2Þ∑r
j=−r∑

r
i=−rðIðx + i, y + iÞ −mðx

, yÞÞ2 and mðx, yÞ = ð1/ð2r + 1Þ2Þ∑r
j=−r∑

r
i=−rIðx + i, y + iÞ,

where r is the radius of the local region. The larger the
contrast gain is, the better the effect of the defogging algo-
rithm is.

(a) Original (b) Rotate 90° (c) Rotate 180° (d) Rotate 270° (e) Flip vertically (f) Flip horizontally

Figure 5: Data enhancement.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

(h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n)

Figure 6: Comparison of the defogging results of dense foggy “building” images.
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4.2. Evaluation Standard for Color Restoration. Blind evalua-
tion indicator σ could be used to evaluate the performance of
color restoration of defogging algorithms. σ is the saturated
pixel of the defogged image, which could be calculated as
follows [36]:

σ =
nS

M ×N
, ð34Þ

Where,M and N are the size of the images, nS is the black
and white pixels of the enhanced image, which are not abso-
lutely black and white pixels in the original foggy image. The
smaller σ is, the better the effect of the defogging algorithm is.
However, when different algorithms are compared, the indi-
cator σ is not flawless. This is because the defogged images of
some algorithms, especially Retinex-based algorithm, require
to be transmitted into the display domain [0,255] through
gain/migration algorithm, which could convert some pixels
into black and white pixels so as to increase the displayed
dynamic range, which could result in rise of σ value.

4.3. Structural Similarity of Image. The structural similarity
of image (SSIM) [37] and universal quality index (UQI)
[38] are used to evaluate the structural similarity between
the original foggy image and the enhanced image. Both tradi-
tional SSIM and UQI standards use high-quality image as the
reference image, so, the higher SSIM and UQI is, the higher
the image quality is. However, in actual application of image
defogging, the original foggy image is generally adopted as
the reference image, so large SSIM and UQI do not mean
the image has high quality. For example, the SSIM index of
two identical foggy images must be larger than the SSIM

index of the foggy image and the enhanced image. So, the
enhanced image with the best visibility might have the smal-
lest SSIM and UQI. In addition, the image structure could
also be changed by removing fog from the foggy image,
which could also cause SSIM and UQI small.

The above evaluation indicators are integrated into the
VIFB quantitative evaluation system to complete the evalua-
tion of each comparison algorithm more objectively and
truthfully. VIFB is specifically designed to evaluate image
performance indicators and provides a functional interface
for each evaluation indicator. Ten evaluation indicators and
the above evaluation indicators are selected from them to
form the quantitative evaluation system of this article. A total
of 12 evaluation indicators are shown in Table 1.

5. Results and Discussion

To verify the effectiveness of this proposed method, the data
of dense fog and thin fog are selected for comparison. The
images of dense fog with the resolution of 580 ∗ 370 and
the images of thin fog are from the EPFL database, with the
resolution of 1024 ∗ 680. In the experiment, 3.2GHz Intel
i7 processor and 64GB RAM are used to operate Matlab
2018b on the computer to implement the algorithm with or
without CSC, respectively. The results of the proposed algo-
rithm are compared with those of the current most advanced
single/multi-image defogging algorithms. For roguing of sin-
gle image, the results of He et al. [8], Tarel and Hautière [9],
and Ancuti C.O. and Ancuti C. [14] are selected for compar-
ison, among which the method of Ancuti C.O. and Ancuti C.
is to defog single image by fusion method. For the visible-
near-infrared fusion defogging algorithm, the results of Zhou

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

(h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n)

Figure 7: Comparison of the defogging results of dense foggy “forest” images.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

(h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n)

Figure 8: Comparison of the defogging results of dense foggy “island” images.
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et al. [20], Schaul et al. [21], Son and Zhang et al. [22], and Li
and Wu [23] are selected for comparison. For the visible
light-near infrared fusion defogging algorithm based on deep
learning, the results of Li et al. [26], Liu et al. [27], and Li et al.
[28] are used for comparison. The number of iterations is set
to 400 times, and the optimization is all adopting Adam opti-
mizer. The training set uses the images provided by the VIFB
dataset and the EPFL dataset. In order to improve training
efficiency, all pictures are cropped to a size of 64 × 64 pixels
for training. In order to improve the utilization of the dataset
and avoid overfitting of the deep learning network, the
cropped image is enhanced by rotation, and the data is
enhanced to 6 times of the original data set, reaching
46,080 groups. The data enhancement method is shown in
Figure 5.

Four pictures are selected, respectively, from dense and
thin fog databases. As shown in Figures 5–13, in each image,
(a) is the visible light image, (b) is the near-infrared image,

(c) is the processing result of He et al. [8], (d) is the process-
ing result of Tarel and Hautière [9], (e) is the processing
result of He et al. [8], (f) is the processing result of Zhou
et al. [20], (g) is the processing result of Schaul et al. [21],
(h) is the processing result of Son and Zhang [22], (i) is the
processing result of Li and Wu [23], (j) is the processing
result of Li et al. [26], (k) is the processing result of Liu
et al. [27], (l) is the processing result of Li et al. [28], (m) is
the processing result of the proposed algorithm with no
CSC, and (n) is the processing result of the proposed algo-
rithm with CSC. All these algorithms adapt their predefined
settings, and the average execution time is also recorded as
360 runs. The running time of these algorithms is compared
with that of the proposed algorithm, as shown in Table 2.

The results of He et al. [8] and Tarel and Hautière [9]
have enhanced the contrast of foggy images. He’s algorithm
could make the color of the image with no sky seem darker
and lose some details, so that the final image would seem

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

(h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n)

Figure 9: Comparison of the defogging results of dense foggy “suburb” images.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

(h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n)

Figure 10: Comparison of the defogging results of thin foggy “field” images.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

(h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n)

Figure 11: Comparison of the defogging results of thin foggy “village” images.
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unnatural. While Tarel and Hautière’s method [9] retains
more details, which could make the image appearance
improved obviously at the state of color saturation. The
results of Ancuti C.O. and Ancuti C. [14] and Tarel and
Hautière [9] share the same results in processing foggy
images, but lacking color reoccurrence. In some cases, the
processed images have a brighter appearance; however, com-
pared with other results, details of some regions might get
lost. For the regions in images with no sky, compared with
other algorithms, the algorithm raised by Ancuti C.O. and
Ancuti C. [14] has better contrast and better color reproduc-
ibility. Zhou et al. [20] gave similar results as Tarel and

Hautière [9] in processing foggy images, which contain
plenty of details and color output. For objects in the distance,
Zhou et al. [20] and Li and Wu [23] gave more details than
He et al. [8], Tarel and Hautière [9] and Ancuti C.O. and
Ancuti C. [14]; while for the regions with no sky, output of
Zhou et al. [20] is displayed darker.

Compared with He et al. [8], Tarel and Hautière [9], and
Ancuti C.O. and Ancuti C. [14], Zhou et al. [20], Schaul et al.
[21], Son and Zhang [22], and Li and Wu [23] have more
detail transmission, which is mainly caused by near-
infrared image. The results of Son and Zhang [22] show that
details could transmit better in regions with thin fog. The
algorithm raised by Yadav et al. [16] has poorer performance
in regions with no sky. Compared with Yadav et al. [16], the
method of Schaul et al. [21] could achieve better color satura-
tion; but compared with He et al. [8], Tarel and Hautière [9],
and Ancuti C.O. and Ancuti C. [14], it has lower saturation.
Compared with several traditional methods, the three defog-
ging methods are based on deep learning to retain more
detailed information in detail fusion, but still have certain
defects in color details.

Compared with the above algorithms, the visibility of our
images is increased greatly under the condition with no CSC;
meanwhile, results obtained by the proposed algorithm have
more details and textures under fuzzy conditions. It could be
seen clearly that our results could show the maximum visibil-
ity of the foggy regions no matter with or without CSC.

At the same time, we also use the VIFB evaluation system
introduced to the previous section to quantitatively evaluate
the image defogging effect. Figure 14 shows a quantitative
comparison between various methods and the method of this

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

(h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n)

Figure 12: Comparison of the defogging results of thin foggy “mountain” images.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

(h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n)

Figure 13: Comparison of the defogging results of thin foggy “city” images.

Table 2: Computation of the running time for different image-
processing methods.

Method Time[S]

He et al. [8] 470.4504

Tarel and Hautière [9] 17.7399

Ancuti C.O. and Ancuti C. [14] 29.4427

Zhou et al. [20] 48.5624

Schaul et al. [21] 69.7975

Son and Zhang [22] 98.8906

Li and Wu [23] 290.1047

Li et al. [26] 20.8263

Liu et al. [27] 30.9012

Li et al. [28] 23.7148

Our without CSC 9.2482

Our with CSC 11.0204
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Figure 14: Quantitative comparisons of 12 metrics of all methods on 8 image pairs.
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article. In order to further demonstrate the quantitative com-
parison of the performance of various methods, Table 3
shows the average of 12 evaluation indicators of all the
methods on the 8 image pairs. It can be seen that among all
the evaluation indicators, the algorithm in this paper has
multiple indicators that are relatively high in evaluation,
especially in the indicators that indicate the color perfor-
mance after defogging. In the comparison method, some
algorithms have better performance in the performance of a
single index, and the authors of these algorithms may pay
more attention to a certain type of information when design-
ing such algorithms. In addition, it can be seen from the table
that the method based on deep learning does not show better
performance than the traditional fusion algorithm, showing
certain limitations of the current deep learning method of
this field.

Through the above simulation and analysis, it could be
concluded that, compared with the existing methods, the
proposed method could transmit most of the detailed infor-
mation of edges and outlines in near-infrared images to the
final defogging image with less information loss and fewer
fused artifacts, which could improve effectively the visibility
of the foggy image and retain the color information of the
image meanwhile reducing greatly the calculation amount.
So, it could be used to defog images in real-time.

6. Conclusions

By combining the image fusion method and the image fusion
algorithm, a new defogging algorithm is put forward in this
essay, which converts the color visible image into HSI color
space, acquires the edge, the outline, and other detailed infor-
mation by fusing its intensity component image and near-
infrared image, maps the visible image to the color space,
and finally conduct CSC color correction on the fused image.

This algorithm has the following advantages:

(1) Near-infrared image is introduced as the auxiliary
defogging image, which contains the edge, the out-
line, and other detailed information that cannot be

acquired by the visible image, so that the detailed
information of the defogging image is increased

(2) The visible image is converted into HSI color space
and all the components are processed, respectively.
The color information of the original image is
preserved completely and the image contrast is
enhanced

(3) CSC color correction is conducted on the fused
image, which not only improves detail lack caused
by uneven illumination resulted from fog but also
could make the color of the image more natural

(4) While qualitatively analyzing each algorithm,
through the evaluation index function interface pro-
vided by the VIFB evaluation system, the evaluation
index calculation and quantitative analysis are com-
pleted in the VIFB evaluation system, and various
algorithms are objectively and comprehensively
evaluation

This essay also compares the proposed algorithm with
the current efficient single and multiple image defogging
methods, and the experimental results show that the pro-
posed algorithm can achieve good results on multiple evalu-
ation indicators, which has provided a new technological
approach for image defogging. In the follow-up research,
we will focus on the combination of traditional algorithms
and deep learning methods.
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Table 3: Average evaluation metric values of all methods on 8 image pairs.

e σ r SSIM QUI CE AG EN EI MI SD PSNR

He et al. [8] 1.4732 0.0446 1.6338 1.6316 0.9188 1.6479 6.4491 6.9959 44.6196 1.5417 42.8358 57.2518

Tarel and Hautière [9] 1.9589 0.0000 3.4843 1.7318 0.8976 2.0167 8.2279 7.5873 58.9731 1.6047 50.3948 56.5191

Ancuti C.O. and Ancuti C. [14] 1.5277 0.4413 3.3632 1.8601 0.8189 1.9802 9.4472 7.4199 84.4507 1.3055 61.3855 57.3773

Zhou et al. [20] 1.4265 0.0395 3.7925 1.6001 0.7275 1.9378 9.3067 8.1847 72.4889 1.4054 61.0167 59.1760

Schaul et al. [21] 1.1888 0.0000 2.6428 1.6929 0.6926 1.9397 7.7943 6.5957 74.8722 2.1156 58.4320 57.5806

Son and Zhang [22] 1.0602 0.0585 3.6798 1.7517 0.7027 1.9862 7.7717 7.1681 76.2423 2.4377 40.2686 59.6547

Li and Wu [23] 1.1085 0.0000 3.6014 1.7203 0.7595 2.1939 9.2300 7.8570 100.9518 2.3862 67.3378 58.9492

Li et al. [26] 1.2620 0.1401 3.4825 1.6755 0.7135 1.9755 6.7187 7.5157 57.4804 1.7159 72.2351 59.3997

Liu et al. [27] 1.3505 0.1136 3.3020 1.7447 0.7870 1.5075 8.2411 7.7173 78.1802 2.1345 55.9789 59.1252

Li et al. [28] 1.6731 0.0577 4.2859 1.7264 0.8229 2.0047 5.9415 6.9831 50.2864 2.1242 41.7718 59.6178

Our 1.8175 0.0000 4.5035 1.7026 0.7740 1.7080 9.6249 7.8970 94.5903 1.9963 68.9191 59.5652

Our+CSC 2.1447 0.0000 4.6751 1.7936 0.7869 1.7522 9.6450 7.9728 95.5726 2.4346 70.4060 59.8374
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